Draft agenda

08.30 – 09.00 Registration

09.00 – 09.15 Welcome and opening remarks

Péter Balázs, Director, Centre for EU Enlargement Studies, CEU

EU Budget and Common Policies

09.15 – 09.45 Christoph Schnellbach, Associate lecturer in politics and European integration, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität, München
“The MFF and EU enlargement: a game on two levels”

09.45 – 10.15 Andrew Fieldsend, Head of International Group, Research Institute of Agricultural Economics, Budapest
“Putting rural at the centre of the European Union’s cohesion and enlargement policy”

Regional Policy and Rural Development

10.15 – 10.45 Endre Orbán, PhD student, PPKE-JÁK, Budapest
“Regional policy: what’s next?”

10.45 – 11.00 Coffee break

11.00 – 11.30 Macro regions

Anna Molnár, Associate Professor, University of Pannonia, Veszprém
“Debate on Macro-regional approaches in the framework of the new post-2013 cohesion policy”

11.30 – 12.00 Economic Crisis

Kai-Olaf Lang, Deputy Head of Research Division, Stiftung Wissenschaft und Politik (SWP), Berlin
“Implications of the sovereign debt crisis for the MFF, the sovereign debt crisis and other crisis phenomena”

12.00 – 12.45 Comments, Suggestions

Ahmet Evin, Professor, Sabanci University, Istanbul

Michael Emerson, Associate Senior Research Fellow, Centre for European Policy Studies (CEPS), Brussels

Mihailo Crnobrnja, Professor and Dean, Faculty of Economics, Finance and Administration (FEFA), Belgrade

12.45 – 13.00 Closing remarks

13.00 – 14.00 Buffet lunch